Abstract-The design of secure yet efficiently implementable cryptographic algorithms is a fundamental problem of cryptography. Lately, lightweight cryptography-optimizing the algorithms to fit the most constrained environments-has received a great deal of attention, the recent research being mainly focused on building block ciphers. As opposed to that, the design of lightweight hash functions is still far from being well investigated with only few proposals in the public domain. In this paper, we aim to address this gap by exploring the design space of lightweight hash functions based on the sponge construction instantiated with PRESENT-type permutations. The resulting family of hash functions is called SPONGENT. We propose 13 SPONGENT variants-for different levels of collision and (second) preimage resistance as well as for various implementation constraints. For each of them, we provide several ASIC hardware implementations-ranging from the lowest area to the highest throughput. We make efforts to address the fairness of comparison with other designs in the field by providing an exhaustive hardware evaluation on various technologies, including an open core library. We also prove essential differential properties of SPONGENT permutations, give a security analysis in terms of collision and preimage resistance, as well as study in detail dedicated linear distinguishers.
INTRODUCTION

Motivation and Related Work
A S crucial applications go pervasive, the need for security in RFID and sensor networks is dramatically increasing, which requires secure yet efficiently implementable cryptographic primitives. The most important types of cryptographic algorithms include secret-key ciphers (mainly used to provide data secrecy) and hash functions (multifaceted primitives with the primary usage of data authenticity). In such constrained environments, the area and power consumption of a primitive usually comes to the fore and standard algorithms are often prohibitively expensive to implement.
Once this research problem was identified, the cryptographic community designed a number of tailored lightweight cryptographic algorithms to specifically address this challenge. Stream ciphers (that is, ciphers that process the data in a bitwise manner) like Trivium [10] , and block ciphers (i.e., ciphers that operate on blocks of data simultaneously) like KATAN/KTANTAN [11] , and PRESENT [5] emergedto mention only a small selection of the lightweight designs.
It was not until recently though that some significant work on lightweight hash functions has been also performed: [6] describes ways of using the PRESENT block cipher in hashing modes of operation and [1] and [14] take the approach of designing a dedicated lightweight hash function based on a sponge construction [9] , [2] resulting in two hash functions QUARK and PHOTON. A hash function is a function that maps a bit sequence of arbitrary length to a fixed-length output. As a rule, three security requirements are mentioned for a hash function. First, it should be preimage resistant: Given an output (hash value), it should be hard to find an input (message) that would map to this output. Second, it should be secondpreimage resistance: Given a hash value and a corresponding message, it should be difficult to find another message with the same hash value. Finally, it should be collision resistant: It should be infeasible to find two messages with the same hash value.
Among the most prominent security applications targeted by a lightweight hash function are (including the ones requiring preimage security only and collision security only):
. Lightweight signature schemes. Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC that can be used for both producing digital signatures and public-key encryption) over IF 2 163 is implementable with just 11.904 GE without key storage after synthesis and around 15.000 GE on a chip [16] . For comparison, the smallest published implementation [18] of the NIST-standardized stateof-the-art hash function SHA-256 requires 8.588 GE.
The reportedly most compact SHA-3 finalists BLAKE and Grøstl need 13.560 GE [17] and 14.620 GE [24] , respectively, to our best knowledge (SHA-3 is the competition launched by NIST to eventually update the US hash standard). Hence, adding a hashing engine based on SHA-2 to a lightweight ECC implementation would increase its area by at least 50 percent and adding BLAKE or Grøstl would double the area occupation. . RFID security protocols often rely on hash functions.
Some of the applications require collision resistance and some of them do not, just needing preimage security. An interesting case is constituted by keyed message authentication codes (MAC) often used in this context. Here, a lightweight hash function can require less area than a lightweight block cipher in a MAC mode at a fixed level of offline and online security. MACs can be also designed using sponge primitives [3] . . Random number generation in hardware is used for ephemeral key generation (a temporary key that is used only once and discarded after usage) in public-key schemes, producing random input for cryptographic protocols, and for masking schemes in implementations with protection against sidechannel attacks. This frequently needs a preimageresistant hash function. Using a hash function for pseudorandom number generator (PRNG), given a seed, provides backward security which a block cipher-based PRNG (e.g., in OFB mode) does not: Once the key is leaked, for example, through a sidechannel attack, the adversary can compute the previous outputs of the block cipher-based PRNG. Moreover, the postprocessing of a physical random number generator sometimes includes a preimageresistant hash function. . Post-quantum signature schemes can be built upon a hash function using Merkle trees. There have been several attempts to efficiently implement it [23] .
Having a lightweight hash function allows to derive a more compact implementation of the Merkle signature scheme. However, while for multiple block ciphers, designs have already closely approached the minimum ASIC hardware footprint theoretically attainable, it does not seem the case for some recent lightweight hash functions so far.
Design Considerations for Lightweight Hashing
The footprint of a hash function is mainly determined by 1. the number of state bits (including the key schedule for block cipher-based designs) as well as 2. the size of functional and control logic used in a round function. For highly serialized implementations (usually used to attain low area and power), the logic size is normally rather small and the state size dominates the total area requirements of the design. Among the recent hash functions, QUARK, while using novel ideas of reducing the state size to minimize (1), does not appear to provide the smallest possible logic size, which is mainly due to the Boolean functions with many inputs used in its round transform. In contrast to that, SPONGENT keeps the round function very simple that reduces the logic size close to the smallest theoretically possible, thus, minimizing (2) and resulting in a significantly more compact design.
As shown in [6] , using a lightweight block cipher in a hashing mode (single block length such as Davies-Meyer or double block length such as Hirose) is not necessarily an optimal choice for reducing the footprint, the major restriction being the doubling of the data path storage requirement due to the feed-forward operation.
At the same time, no feed forward is necessary for the sponge construction, which is the design approach of choice in this work. In a permutation-based sponge construction, let r be the rate (the number of bits input or output per one permutation call), c be the capacity (internal state bits not used for input or output), and n be the hash length in bits.
Contributions
This paper proposes the family of sponge-based lightweight hash functions SPONGENT with a smaller footprint than most existing dedicated lightweight hash functions: PRESENT in hashing modes and QUARK. Its area is comparable to that of PHOTON. However, we would like to stress that a fair comparison of sponge-based hash functions in terms of their area requirements is a challenging task. It is not only due to the fact that the area occupation is highly dependent on the implementation, technology, and tools used but also the very parameterization of sponge designs has an immense impact on their hardware performance. By just slightly changing the rate of a sponge-based hash function, one can either make the resulting design smaller and slower or larger and faster. The design of PHOTON opts for a higher rate and a slightly larger area occupation, while SPONGENT chooses for a lower rate and somewhat lower area requirements. With a proper choice of parameters, one can actually turn the situation and make SPONGENT faster though bigger and PHOTON slower but smaller. However, to keep the comparison feasible and representable, we prefer to stick to the original designs in this paper. To address the discrepancies in the hardware design flows, we provide implementation figures for SPONGENT on four different technologies. To make the comparisons fairer, we also provide the hardware figures for SPONGENT, PHOTON, and QUARK based on an open core library.
For some SPONGENT variants, similarly to QUARK and PHOTON, a part of their advantage in terms of low area comes from a reduced level of second-preimage security, while maintaining the standard level collision resistance. The other SPONGENT variants attain the standard preimage, second preimage, and collision security, while having area requirements much lower than those of SHA-1, SHA-2, and SHA-3 finalists. This design subspace has not been specifically addressed by any previous concrete lightweight hash function proposal. Whereas we note that the design ideas of PRESENT in hashing modes, QUARK, and PHOTON might be extended to any set of security parameters.
To explore the design space of lightweight hashing, we propose to instantiate the sponge construction with a PRESENT-type permutation. The resulting construction is called SPONGENT and we refer to its various parameterizations as SPONGENT-n=c=r for different hash sizes n, capacities c, and rates r. SPONGENT is a hermetic sponge, i.e., we do not allow the underlying permutation to have any structural distinguishers. More precisely, for five different hash sizes of n 2 f88; 128; 160; 224; 256g, covering most security applications in the field, we consider (up to) three types of preimage and second-preimage security levels:
. Full preimage and second-preimage security. The standard security requirements for a hash function with an n-bit output size are collision resistance of 2 n=2 as well as preimage and second-preimage resistance of 2 n . For this, in SPONGENT, we set r ¼ n and c ¼ 2n to obtain SPONGENT-88=176=88, SPONGENT-128=256=128, SPONGENT-160=320=160, SPONGENT-224=448=224, and SPONGENT-256=512=256. . Reduced second-preimage security. The design of [1] as well as the papers [2] , [3] , [9] convincingly demonstrate that a permutation-based sponge construction can allow to almost halve the state size for n ! c and reasonably small r. In this case, the preimage and second-preimage resistances are reduced to 2 nÀr and 2 c=2 , correspondingly, while the collision resistance remains at the level of 2 c=2 . In most embedded scenarios, where a lightweight hash function is likely to be used, the full second-preimage security is not a necessary requirement. For relatively small rate r, the loss of preimage security is limited. So we take this parametrization in the design of the smallest SPONGENT variants with n % c for small r and obtain SPONGENT-88=80=8, SPONGENT-128=128=8, SPONGENT-160=160=16, SPONGENT-224=224=16, and SPONGENT-256=256=16. These five SPONGENT-variants were published in a shortened conference version [4] of this paper. . Reduced preimage and second-preimage security. In some applications, the collision security is of concern only and one can abandon the requirement of preimage security to be close to 2 n . In a permutation-based sponge, going for c ¼ n and r ¼ n=2 results in the reduction of both the preimage security and second-preimage security to 2 n=2 , while maintaining the full collision security of 2 n=2 . On the implementation side, this parameterization can yield a favorable ratio between the rate and the permutation size, which reduces the time-area product. We use this approach in the design of SPONGENT-160=160=80, SPONGENT-224=224=112, and SPONGENT-256=256=128. The group of all SPONGENT variants with the same output size of n bits is referred to as SPONGENT-n. The SPON-GENT-88 functions are designed for extremely restricted scenarios and low preimage security requirements. They can be used, for example, in some RFID protocols and for PRNGs. and SPONGENT-160 might be used in highly constrained applications with low and middle requirements for collision security. The latter also provides compatibility to the SHA-1 interfaces. The parameters of and correspond to those of a subset of SHA-2 and SHA-3 to make SPONGENT compatible to the standard interfaces in usual lightweight embedded scenarios.
Organization of the Paper
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the design of SPONGENT and gives a design rationale. Section 3 presents some results of security analysis, including proven lower bounds on the number of differentially active S-boxes, best differential characteristics found, rebound attacks, and linear attacks. In Section 4, the implementation results are given for a range of tradeoffs. We conclude in Section 5.
THE DESIGN OF SPONGENT
SPONGENT is a sponge construction based on a wide PRESENT-type permutation. Given a finite number of input bits, it produces an n-bit hash value. A design goal for SPONGENT is to follow the hermetic sponge strategy (no structural distinguishers for the underlying permutation are allowed).
Permutation-Based Sponge Construction
SPONGENT relies on a sponge construction-a simple iterated design that takes a variable-length input and can produce an output of an arbitrary length based on a permutation b operating on a state of a fixed number b of bits. The size of the internal state b ¼ r þ c ! n is called width, where r is the rate and c the capacity.
The sponge construction proceeds in three phases (see also Fig. 1 
):
. Initialization phase. The message is padded by a single bit 1 followed by a necessary number of 0 bits up to a multiple of r bits (e.g., if r ¼ 8, then the 1-bit message "0" is transformed to "01000000"). Then, it is cut into blocks of r bits. . Absorbing phase. The r-bit input message blocks are xored into the first r bits of the state, interleaved with applications of the permutation b . . Squeezing phase. The first r bits of the state are returned as output, interleaved with applications of the permutation b , until n bits are returned. In SPONGENT, the b-bit 0 is taken as the initial value before the absorbing phase. In all SPONGENT variants, except SPONGENT-88=80=8, the hash size n equals either capacity c or 2c. The message chunks are xored into the r rightmost bit positions of the state. The same r-bit positions form parts of the hash output.
Let a permutation-based sponge construction have n ! c and c=2 > r, which is fulfilled for the parameter choices of most of the SPONGENT variants. Then, the works [2] , [3] , [9] imply the preimage security of 2 nÀr as well as the second-preimage and collision securities of 2 c=2 if this construction is hermetic (that is, if the underlying permutation does not have any structural distinguishers). The best preimage attack we are aware of in this case has a computational complexity of 2 nÀr þ 2 c=2 . Later, this work is extended in [14] and preimage security is defined more generalized form: minð2 minðn; cþrÞ ; maxð2 minðnÀr; cÞ ; 2 c=2 ÞÞ. For permutation-based sponge constructions with n < c and c=2 r such as the remaining SPONGENT variants, it follows from the same works that the second-preimage security is 2 n and collision security is 2 c=2 . The previous preimage attack also works for this case; hence, we claim that the preimage security is minð2 n ; maxð2 nÀr ; 2 c=2 ÞÞ because n À r < c.
Parameters
We propose 13 variants of SPONGENT with five different hash output lengths at multiple security levels, see Table 1 .
PRESENT-Type Permutation
The permutation b : IF
2 is an R-round transform of the input STATE of b bits that can be outlined at a top-level as Table 1 ). lCounter b ðiÞ is the state of an LFSR dependent on b at time i that yields the round constant in round i and is added to the rightmost bits of STATE. is the value of lCounter b ðiÞ with its bits in reversed order and is added to the leftmost bits of STATE.
The following building blocks are generalizations of the PRESENT structure to larger b-bit widths: , which is applied b=4 times in parallel. The action of the S-box in hexadecimal notation is given by the following table:
2. pLayer b . This is an extension of the (inverse) PRESENT bit-permutation and moves bit j of STATE to bit position P b ðjÞ, where
and can be seen in Fig. 2 . 3. lCounter b . This is one of the four dlog 2 Re-bit LFSRs. The LFSR is clocked once every time its state has been used and its final value is all ones. If is the root of unity in the corresponding binary finite field, the n-bit LFRSs defined by the polynomials given below are used for the SPONGENT variants. Table 2 provides sizes and initial values of all the LFSRs.
Design Rationale
The overall design approach for SPONGENT is to target low area while favoring simplicity. The 4-bit S-box is the major block of functional logic in a serial low-area implementation of SPONGENT. It fulfills the PRESENT design criteria in terms of differential and linear properties [5] . Moreover, any linear approximation over the S-box involving only single bits both in the input and output masks is unbiased. This aims to restrict the linear hull effect discovered in round-reduced PRESENT. The function of the bit permutation pLayer is to provide good diffusion, by acting together with the S-box, while having a limited impact on the area requirements. This is its main design goal, while a bit permutation may occupy additional space in silicon. The counters lCounter and are mainly aimed to prevent sliding properties and make prospective cryptanalysis approaches using properties like invariant subspaces [20] more involving.
The structures of the bit permutation and the S-box in SPONGENT make it possible to prove the following differential property (see Section 3.1 for the proof): Theorem 1. Any 5-round differential characteristic of the underlying permutation of SPONGENT with b ! 64 has a minimum of 10 active S-boxes. Moreover, any 6-round differential characteristic of the underlying permutation of SPONGENT with b ! 256 has a minimum of 14 active S-boxes.
The concept of counting active S-boxes is central to the differential cryptanalysis. The minimum number of active Sboxes relates to the maximum differential characteristic probability of the construction. Since in the hash setting there are no random and independent key values added between the rounds, this relation is not exact (in fact that it is even not exact for most practical keyed block ciphers). However, differentially active S-boxes are still the major technique used to evaluate the security of SPN-based hash functions.
An important property of the SPONGENT S-box is that its maximum differential probability is 2 À2 . This fact and the assumption of the independency of difference propagation in different rounds yield an upper bound on the differential characteristic probability of 2 À20 over five rounds and of 2 À28 over six rounds for b ! 256 which follows from the claims of Theorem 1.
Theorem 1 is used to determine the number R of rounds in permutation b : R is chosen in a way that b provides at least b active S-boxes. Other types of analysis are performed in the next section.
SECURITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we discuss the security of SPONGENT against known cryptanalytic attacks by applying the most important state-of-the-art methods of cryptanalysis and investigating their complexity.
Resistance against Differential Cryptanalysis
Here, we analyze the resistance of SPONGENT against differential attacks, where Theorem 1 plays a key role in providing a lower bound on the number of active S-boxes in a differential characteristic. The similarities of the SPONGENT permutations and the basic PRESENT cipher allow to reuse some of the results obtained for PRESENT in [5] . More precisely, the results on the number of differentially active S-boxes over five and six rounds will hold for all respective SPONGENT variants, which is reflected in Theorem 1. The proof of the Theorem 1 is as follows:
Proof (Theorem 1). The statements for SPONGENT The proof of the 6-round bounds for SPONGENT variants with b ! 256 in Theorem 1 is based on some extended observations. Here, we will only give the proof for when the width, b, is a multiple of 64 bits, i.e., b ¼ 64n. The proof for other b values can also be obtained by making use of the observations given below. Since the proof is specific to each b and, hence, more tedious, we do not present them here. We obtain n groups and 4n subgroups by calling each four consecutive S-boxes as a subgroup and each 16 consecutive S-boxes as a group. To be more specific, subgroup i is comprised of the S-boxes ½4ði À 1Þ . . . 4i À 1 and similarly group j has the subgroups ½4ðj À 1Þ . . . 4j À 1. (see Fig. 3 ). By examining the substitution and linear layers, one can make the following observations:
1. The S-box of SPONGENT is such that a difference in single input bit causes a difference in at least two output bits or vice versa. 2. The input bits to an S-box come from four distinct S-boxes of the same subgroup. 5. The four output bits from a particular S-box enter four distinct S-boxes, each of which belongs to a distinct group of S-boxes in the subsequent round. 6. The output bits of S-boxes in distinct groups go to distinct S-boxes in distinct subgroups. 7. The output bits of S-boxes in distinct subgroups go to distinct S-boxes.
For the latter statement (SPONGENT-256), one has to deal with more cases. Consider six consecutive rounds of SPONGENT 
Moreover, all active S-boxes in round i þ 4 belong to distinct subgroups and have only a single-bit difference in their input. Thus, by using observation 7, we obtain that D iþ5 ! 2D iþ4 and can conclude that
we can refer to the first case. So, suppose that D iþ2 ! 2. According to the observation 2, all active S-boxes of round i þ 2 belong to the same subgroup and each of these active S-boxes has only a single-bit difference in their output. Thus, according to observation 3, D iþ1 ! 2D iþ2 ! 4. Since all active S-boxes in round i þ 1 belong to distinct S-boxes of the same group and have only a single-bit difference in their input, according to observation 4, we have that D i ! 2D iþ1 . On the opposite, D iþ4 and D iþ5 can get one and two as a minimum value, respectively. Together this gives
we can refer to the first case. Thus, suppose that D iþ2 ! 2. According to observation 5, all active S-boxes in round i þ 2 belong to distinct groups and have only a single-bit difference in their input. Thus, according to observation 6, we have that D iþ3 ! 2D iþ2 . Since all active S-boxes in round i þ 3 belong to distinct subgroups and have only a single-bit difference in their input. Therefore, according to observation 7, we have that D iþ4 ! 2D iþ3 . To sum up,
we can refer to the second case. So, suppose that D iþ3 ! 2. According to the observation 2, all active S-boxes of round i þ 3 belong to the same subgroup and each of those active S-boxes has only a single-bit difference in their output. Therefore, according to observation 3, we have that D iþ2 ! D iþ3 . Since, all active S-boxes in round i þ 2 belong to distinct S-boxes of the same group and have only a single-bit difference in their input, according to observation 4, we have that
Cases D i ¼ 1 and D iþ5 ¼ 1 are similar to the those for the third and fourth cases.
So far, we have considered all paths including one active S-box in one of the rounds and obtained 14 as the minimum number of active S-boxes. But if there exists a path that has two active S-boxes in each round, then the lower bound would be 12. For this purpose, without loss of generality, assume:
The two active S-boxes in i þ 2 are either in the same subgroup or in different subgroups. For the former, from observations 3 and 7, we know that they have single bit of differences coming from two different subgroups of the same group in round i þ 1. From observation 1, these two S-boxes have at least two bits of input difference, hence we obtain D i ¼ 4 by observations 2 and 3. Furthermore, the two S-boxes in round i þ 2 have two bits of output difference by observation 1. Hence, in round i þ 3, the active S-boxes have two bits of input and they are in distinct groups by observation 5. Therefore, it is possible to have D iþ4 ¼ 2 in distinct subgroups. Hence, by using observation 7, we obtain D iþ5 ¼ 4. Thus, we can conclude that
For the latter, the two active S-boxes in round i þ 1 must have two bits of input and by observation 2 their input bits should be coming from distinct S-boxes in the same subgroup. So, the problem is reduced to the former case with one round of shift, and we can immediately say that D i ¼ 2 and D iþ4 ¼ 4. Hence, by using observation 7, we obtain D iþ5 ¼ 4. Thus, we can conclude that
Based on these results, we conclude that the longest run with two active S-boxes in each round is four rounds, and the number of active S-boxes cannot be less than 14.
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For all SPONGENT variants, we found that those 5-and 6-round bounds are actually tight. We present the characteristics attaining them in Table 3 . Additionally, we perform a branch-and-bound search for longest characteristics with probabilities in the range of 2 Àb . The results are given in Table 4 , most of them based on iterative characteristics.
Collision Attacks
A natural approach to obtain a collision for a sponge construction is to inject a difference in a message block and then cancel the propagated difference by a difference in the next message block, i.e., (0 . . . 0kÁm i Þ ! ð0 . . . 0kÁm iþ1 ).
For this purpose, we follow a narrow trail strategy using truncated differential characteristics. We start from a given input difference (some difference restricted to S-boxes that the message block is xored into) and look for all paths that go to a fixed output difference (also located in the bitrate part of the state). Based on our experiments, even by using truncated differential characteristics, the probability of such a path is quite low and it is not possible to attack the full number of rounds.
Rebound Attack
The rebound attack [21] , a recent technique for cryptanalysis of hash functions, is applicable to both block cipher-based and permutation-based hash constructions. It consists of two main steps: the inbound phase, where the freedom is used to connect the middle rounds by using the match-inthe-middle technique and the outbound phase, where the connected truncated differentials are calculated in both forward and backward directions. It has been mostly used to improve the results on AES-based algorithms (e.g., Grøstl [13] ), but it has also been successfully applied to similar permutations (e.g., Keccak [12] ). Compared to the other algorithms the rebound attack has been successfully applied to, the design of SPONGENT imposes some limitations. First of all, because the permutation is bit oriented, and not byte oriented, it might be nontrivial to find the path followed by a given input difference and to determine the number of active S-boxes after several rounds. This is mainly due to the difference propagation that strongly depends on the values of the passive part of the state. Moreover, the probability that two inbound phases match requires more detailed analysis. Below, we attempt to develop rebound attacks on several SPONGENT variants. Rebound analysis applies similarly to the remaining variants.
For SPONGENT-88=80=8, we looked for characteristics that match-in-the-middle with the available degrees of freedom coming from the message bits. For five and more rounds, when the whole state is active in the matching phase, we would not be able to generate enough pairs by using only a difference in the message bits. Since the expected probability of matching the inbound phases is 2 Àb=4 (where b=4 is the number of S-boxes) and the available degree of freedom is only 2 2r , this argument is also valid for SPONGENT-128=128=8, SPONGENT-160=160=16, SPONGENT-224=224=16, and SPONGENT-256=256=16. For other SPONGENT variants, there exist enough degrees of freedom and we decided to explore it with one of the SPONGENT variants.
It is trivial to find one round inbound phase in SPONGENT and then by applying the outbound phase for several rounds, which technically yields a differential characteristic. Since, one-third of the state is xored with the message value for the variants whose rate is different from eight or 16, we have enough flexibility to diffuse the difference through forward and backward direction. But then, merging these differential characteristics seems difficult due to the limited number of pairs generated in the inbound phase.
In our example which is given in Fig. 4 , we focused on SPONGENT-128=256=128 and found a five-round trail by following the strategy outlined above. In our attack, we fix The probabilities are calculated assuming the independency of round computations.
the input and output differences of sBoxLayer in the fourth round. For a half of the differences, we fix the difference to 1 x ! 3 x and for the other half it is possible to fix the difference to either 4 x ! 3 x or 8 x ! 3 x , but not both together. Then, we let the differences diffuse for three rounds in the backward direction and for one round in the forward direction. All possible positions of the active bits are shown in black in Fig. 4 . Note that in round 5, we impose a restriction on the outputs of the SBoxLayer such that the differences occur only in the bitrate part.
It is possible to generate 4 11 Á 2 11 ¼ 2 33 pairs in the inbound phase and a pair can satisfy the desired differential trail with a probability of P r½B x ! f1 x ; 2 x g 6 Á P r½D x ! f1 x ; 2 x ; 3 x g 6 Á P r½6 x ! f1 x ; 2 x g 4 ¼ 2 À26:15 . Therefore, in total, we expect to have 2 6:85 valid pairs that satisfy the given path.
Bound Considerations for the Rebound Attack
The adversary might try to find a way to attack by using multiple inbounds with a sparse differential. Therefore, to explore the security against multiple inbound phases, we put the adversary into a best-case scenario as follows:
We know that there exists no differential characteristic over five rounds with the number of active S-boxes less than 10 for all SPONGENT variants. We can also deduce lower bounds on the number of active S-boxes for 1, 2, 3, and 4 rounds as 1, 2, 4 and 6, respectively. Then, a bound on the minimum number of active S-boxes, hence the probability of a differential characteristic, for any number of rounds can be approximated by combining these bounds. 1 The desired bit security level for a sponge construction with respect to collision attacks is c=2. From now on, we assume that the complexity of each inbound phase is equal to c=2 and at least one active S-box matches between two inbound phases (with probability 2 À8 ). Let n in be the number of inbound phases, then we have to generate n elm ¼ 2 8ÁðninÀ1Þ=nin elements for each inbound phase. Let p denote the probability of each inbound phase, then p can be at least 2 Àðc=2Àdlog2ðnelmÞeÞ and we can compute the number of rounds in each inbound phase by using the given bounds above.
Under these assumptions, the maximum number of rounds per inbound phase and the percentage of the total number of rounds attacked is given in Table 5 .
Preimage Resistance
Here, we apply a meet-in-the-middle approach to obtain preimages on SPONGENT. The attack has two main steps: precomputation and matching phase Fig. 5 . The complexity of the attack is dominated by the precomputation phase.
Since the hash size is n bits, and the data are extracted in r bit chunks, there exists n=r rounds in the squeezing phase. To be able to compute the data backwards in the absorbing phase, we need to know not only h i s but also d i values to obtain the input value of the permutation , where h i denotes the part of the hash value and d i is the concatenated part to h i . The algorithm is as follows:
Then,
. Generate 2 c=2 elements in the backward direction by using ðh 1 ; d 1 Þ and possible values for m kþ2 ; . . . ; m 2kþ1 and store them in a table.
. Generate 2 c=2 elements in the forward direction by using possible values for m 1 ; . . . ; m k and compare with list in the previous step to find a match of c bits (corresponding to capacity) in the middle. . Obtain m kþ1 by xor-ing the r bits (corresponding to bitrate) for the matching elements. In the precomputation part, we obtain the required value d 1 to compute the data backwards in the absorbing phase by 2 nÀr computations. We need 2 c=2 memory to store the elements generated in the second step and 2 c=2 computations are needed to find a full match. These complexities are exactly given in [25] that extends the bounds given in [9] for c > n. We have derived those once again here for completeness. The preimage attack complexities together with the parameter k are given in Table 6 .
Note that, if c n À r, it is sufficient to try all possible 2 c values to construct the whole state to obtain a preimage; hence, it provides an upper bound for the preimage resistance. If we combine the results, we obtain maxð2 minðnÀr;cÞ ; 2 c=2 Þ and it can be generalized into the form: minð2 minðn; cþrÞ ; maxð2 minðnÀr; cÞ ; 2 c=2 ÞÞ. Here, 2 minðn; cþrÞ computations will be necessary depending on the permutation size when the generic attack, defined above, fails.
Linear Attacks
The most successful attacks, the attacks that can break the highest number of rounds, for the block cipher PRESENT are those based on linear approximations. In particular, the multidimensional linear attack [7] and the statistical saturation attack [8] claim to break up to 26 rounds. It was shown in [19] that both attacks are closely related. Moreover, the main reason why these attacks are the most successful attacks on PRESENT so far is the existence of many linear trails with only one active S-box in each round. It is not immediately clear how linear distinguishers on the SPONGENT permutation b could be transferred into collision or (second) preimage attacks on the hash function. However, as we claim that SPONGENT is a hermetic sponge construction, the existence of such distinguishers has to be excluded. So the SPONGENT S-box was chosen in a way that allows for at most one trail with this property given a linear approximation.
Unlike for the block cipher PRESENT, where the key determines the actual linear correlation between an input and an output mask, for the permutation b we can compute the actual linear trail contribution for all trails with only one active S-box in every round. Each such trail over w rounds has a correlation of AE2 À2w and for each trail determining the sign is easy. More concretely, one can easily compute a b Â b matrix M t over the rationals such that the entry at position i; j is the correlation coefficient for round t for the linear trail with input mask e i and output mask e j . Here, e i (resp. e j ) is the unit vector with a single 1 at position i (resp. j). Note that the matrices M t are sparse and all very similar, the only difference is caused by the round constant, which induces sign changes at a few positions only.
Given those matrices, it is now possible to compute the maximal linear correlation contribution for those 1-bit intermediate masks for all 1-bit input and output masks. For w rounds, we simply compute M ðwÞ ¼ Q w i¼1 M i and the maximal correlation is given by c w :¼ max i;j jM ðwÞ ij j. We compute this value for all SPONGENT variants. Table 7 summarizes those results. Most importantly, this table shows the maximal number of rounds w, where the trail contributions is still larger than or equal to 2
Àb=2 . Beyond this number of rounds, it seems unlikely that distinguishers based on linear approximations exist. For most SPONGENT variants, the best linear hull based on single-bit masks has exactly one linear trail.
HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we provide a wide range of hardware figures by evaluating all of the 13 SPONGENT variants in detail. Not only a comprehensive hardware evaluation is of our primary interest, we also further elaborate on the importance of having a unified benchmarking platform for comparing different lightweight designs. We, therefore, provide hardware figures of SPONGENT as well as two state-of-the-art lightweight hash functions (PHOTON and QUARK), all implemented using an open core 45-nm library (NANGATE 2 ) [22] . To further stress on the latter issue, we present the performance of SPONGENT using four different CMOS technologies. As it will become apparent, the influence of a library choice on the hardware performance of a single design turns out to be paramount. This phenomenon, in the context of the SHA-3 competition, has been recently discussed in the literature [15] .
A fair comparison of hardware performance between different designs has not been sufficiently addressed in the recent publications on lightweight cryptography. It is rather obvious that such comparison is only possible once the highly optimized designs are implemented on the same hardware platform, using the same standard cell library and the same synthesis tool (including the design flow scripts). To eliminate the influence of a specific implementation setup, the same experiment should ideally be TABLE 6 Meet-in-the-Middle Attack Results for SPONGENT repeated over many different instances of tools and libraries. Mainly due to the licensing issues and the designer's preference to use a certain software package this, however, becomes a very difficult task in practice.
To partially address this issue, we provide Table 8 where the design of SPONGENT is compared to state-of-the-art lightweight hash functions QUARK and PHOTON, for which the RTL codes are publicly available. The comparison is done using NANGATE45, a publicly available open core library, while the synthesis is carried out using the same script and the same Cadence RTL compiler version 10.10-p104. 3 What can be seen by observing the obtained data is that for the similar security levels (i.e., SPONGENT- Fig. 7 . It is interesting to observe the wide spectrum of SPONGENT hardware performance, which ranges from the smallest implementation, consuming only 738 GE, until the fastest versions, which achieve more than 66 kbps at 100 kHz.
To provide very compact implementations, we first focus on serialized designs. We explore four different data path The nominal frequency of 100 kHz is assumed in all cases and the power consumption is, therefore, estimated accordingly. *Power figures are based on the post-synthesis results and serve for a qualitative comparison only.
sizes ðdÞ for each of the SPONGENT variants and we focus on d 2 f4; 8; b 2 ; bg. These four implementations are clearly marked in Fig. 7 by the four marker points for each different SPONGENT version. An architecture representing our serialized data path is depicted in Fig. 6a . The control logic consists of a single counter for the cycle count and some extra combinational logic to drive the selection signals of the multiplexers. To further reduce the area we use socalled scan flip-flops, which act as a combination of two input multiplexer and an ordinary D flip-flop. 5 Instead of providing a reset signal to each flip-flop separately, we use two zero inputs at the multiplexers M 1 and M 2 to correctly initialize all the flip-flops. This additionally reduces hardware resources, as the scan flip-flops with a reset input approximately require an additional GE per bit of storage. With g i we denote the value of lCounter b ðiÞ in round i. lCounter b ðiÞ is implemented as an LFSR as discussed in Section 2.3. The input of the message block m, denoted with a dashed line, is omitted in some cases, i.e., d ! r. The pLayer module requires no additional logic except some extra wiring.
Using the most serialized implementation, the smallest variant of the SPONGENT family, SPONGENT-88/80/8, can be implemented using only 738 GE. Even the largest member of the family, SPONGENT-256/512/256, consumes only 5.1 kGE, while providing 256 bits of preimage and second-preimage security, and 128 bits of collision resistance. Though some of this advantage is at the expense of a performance reduction, also less serialized (and, thus, faster) implementations result in area requirements significantly lower than 10 kGE. To demonstrate this, we implement all the SPONGENT variants as depicted in Fig. 6b . Every round now requires a single clock cycle, therefore resulting in faster, yet rather compact designs.
Another courtesy of our proposal is the result of five times unrolled design of SPONGENT variants which, all running at the maximum frequency of about 600 MHz, provide a throughput between 360 Mbps and 2 Gbps (depending on the variant) and consume between 5 and 48 kGE.
While it has been well known that the library choice is crucial for the circuit's performance, its impact on a fair comparison between different designs has not been properly addressed in the literature. To highlight its importance, we provide results of SPONGENT implemented using four different standard cell libraries (Table 9 ). Comparing the 5. Scan flip-flops are typically used to provide scan-chain-based testability of the circuit. Due to the security issues of scan-chain-based testing [26] , other methods such as Built-In-Self-Test (BIST) are recommended for testing the cryptographic hardware. The nominal frequency of 100 kHz is assumed in all cases. worst reported performance (i.e., NANGATE45) with the best performance achieved by the advanced NXP90 standard cell library, we discover up to 70 percent difference in area which represents a significant margin (the size is compared using gate equivalences). The main cause of the present variance is a difference in relative cell sizes, which is directly related to the library type. Note that the serial implementation of our designs consists of more than 90 percent of sequential logic. A single scan flip-flop consumes at least 7.67 GE in NANGATE45. The same cell consumes 6.25 and 6.67 GE in UMC130 and UMC180, respectively. The NXP90 library has significantly smaller flip-flops that are the main area consumers in the case of SPONGENT family, and thus provides a considerably better hardware performance.
CONCLUSION
In this work, we have explored the design space of lightweight cryptographic hashing by proposing the family of new hash functions SPONGENT tailored for resourceconstrained applications. We consider five hash sizes for SPONGENT-ranging from the ones offering mainly preimage resistance only to those complying to (a subset of) SHA-2 and SHA-3 parameters. For each parameter set, we instantiate SPONGENT using up to three competing security paradigms (all of them offering full collision security): reduced second-preimage security, reduced preimage and second-preimage security, as well as full preimage and second-preimage security. Each parametrization accounts for its unique implementation properties in terms of ASIC hardware footprint, performance, and time-area product, which are analyzed in the paper. We also perform security analysis in terms of differential properties, linear distinguishers, and rebound attacks. Ingrid Verbauwhede received the electrical engineering and PhD degrees from the Katholieke Universiteit (KU) Leuven, Belgium. She is a professor at the KU Leuven, Belgium. She joined the COSIC Research Group in 2003, and she leads the embedded systems and hardware group of it. In 1998, she was an associate professor at the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), where she founded the Embedded Security Research Group. In 2005, she became an adjunct professor at UCLA. She was a postdoctoral visiting researcher and a lecturer at UC Berkeley and was with the TCSI and Atmel in Berkeley, CA. She is a member of the IACR and was an elected member of the Royal Flemish Academy of Belgium for Science and the Arts in 2011. Her primary interest is design, particularly the design methods for secure embedded circuits and systems. She is a senior member of the IEEE.
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